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SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
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COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES
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CHRISTOPHER AVELLONE, an individual,
Plaintiff,
vs.
KARISSA BARROWS, an individual;
KELLY BRISTOL, an individual; and DOES
1-100,
Defendants.

COMPLAINT FOR
1. LIBEL PER SE (COUNT 1)
2. LIBEL PER SE (COUNT 2)
3. LIBEL PER SE (COUNT 3)
4. LIBEL PER SE (COUNT 4)
5. LIBEL PER SE (COUNT 5)
6. LIBEL PER SE (COUNT 6)
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Plaintiff Christopher Avellone, by and through counsel, complains and alleges on
information and belief as follows:
1.

Plaintiff Christopher Avellone (“Avellone”) is an individual who resides in the

County of Orange.
2.

Upon information and belief, Avellone alleges that Defendant Karissa Barrows

("Barrows”) is an individual who resides in Illinois.
3.

Upon information and belief, Avellone alleges that Defendant Kelly Bristol

(“Bristol”) is an individual who resides in Oklahoma.
4.

This Court has jurisdiction over Barrows and Bristol because they have

10

purposefully availed themselves of the benefits of California by willfully targeting and expressly

11

aiming the effect of their conduct at California: Barrows and Bristol made libelous statements

12

about Avellone, a California resident, who has a California-based computer game development

13

career, knowing the computer game development industry that employs Avellone is centered in

14

California.

15

5.

Defendants Does 1 through 100 are sued herein by fictitious names for the reason

16

that their true names are unknown to Avellone. Avellone will seek to leave to amend this

17

complaint to allege the true names and capacities of these Defendants when they have been

18

ascertained. Avellone is informed and believes and based thereon alleges that these fictitiously

19

named Defendants are responsible in some manner for the actions and damages alleged herein.

20

This wrongful conduct was intentionally and purposely directed at California.

21

6.

Avellone is informed and believes, and based thereon alleges, that at all times

22

herein mentioned, each unnamed Defendant was the agent of the other named Defendant(s)

23

herein, and at all times were and are acting within the purpose and scope of such agency, and with

24

the permission and consent of his/her/its named co-Defendant(s) with knowledge, authorization,

25

permission, consent, and/or subsequent ratification and approval of each co-Defendant. Avellone

26

is further informed and believes, and based thereon alleges, that each named and unnamed

27

Defendant knowingly and willfully conspired and agreed among themselves to deprive Avellone

28

of his rights and to cause the damages described herein.
2
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1

7.

Venue is appropriate in this Court because Avellone has designated the Superior

2

Court of California, Los Angeles County in this Complaint. (See Code Civ. Proc., § 395, subdiv.

3

(a) [“If none of the defendants reside in the state . . . the action may be tried in the superior court

4

in any county that the plaintiff may designate in his or her complaint . . . .”].)

5

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS

6

8.

Avellone is an established computer game writer, having written games for blue-

7

chip gaming franchises including Star Wars, Fallout, Dungeons and Dragons, and Dying Light.

8

Avellone’s more than twenty-year career writing computer games has been based in California,

9

primarily at the Southern Californian game developers Interplay Entertainment Corporation and

10

Obsidian Entertainment, Inc. The computer gaming industry is worldwide, but many top studios

11

are based in California alongside the rest of the entertainment industry. As a result of Avellone’s

12

status in his industry, he is often invited to conventions promoting computer games.

13

9.

Barrows and Bristol (collectively, “Defendants”) are computer game fans and

14

cosplayers 1 who frequent conventions promoting computer games that often involve cosplay

15

contests. At these conventions, cosplayers connect and network amongst themselves and with

16

computer game creators.

17

10.

On August 30, 2012, the evening before the Atlanta convention “Dragon Con” 2

18

was scheduled to begin, Avellone and Barrows met for the first time at a bar filled with fellow

19

convention-goers. Later that night, Avellone and two fellow computer game writers escorted

20

Barrows to her hotel room, where her roommate was settled in for the night. When the four

21

arrived, Avellone and Barrows kissed and heavy-petted outside her hotel room door. Moments

22

later, when Barrows told Avellone that “this is not a good idea,” the sexual nature of their

23

encounter stopped. Avellone and Barrows never had any sexual contact again.

24
25
26
27
28

11.

Immediately thereafter, Barrows made many public statements about enjoying the

1

Cosplayer is a portmanteau of costume and player, meaning a person who wears costumes to
represent characters from various entertainment media, primarily comics, animation, and
computer games.
2

The “Dragon Con” convention is held yearly over Labor Day weekend in Atlanta, Georgia.
3
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1
2

evening.
12.

Avellone and Barrows socialized throughout Dragon Con 2012, including

3

spending Barrows’ last night in Atlanta together. In the early morning the next day, Avellone

4

escorted Barrows to a train station for her departure.

5

13.

From their first meeting in August 2012 until September of 2014, Barrows made

6

many public statements about enjoying her friendly relationship with Avellone, her desire to

7

socialize with Avellone at conventions, and her admiration for Avellone.

8
9
10
11

14.

Barrows also sent direct messages to Avellone via Facebook.com from February

2013 to March 2014, arranging social outings, referencing their time together at Dragon Con
2012 in a positive light and hoping to recreate their time together, and networking.
15.

At Dragon Con 2013, the year after they first met, Barrows attempted to

12

matchmake Avellone with her close friend. The match was successful, and Avellone was casually

13

involved with Barrows’ friend for about one year. For the purposes of this pleading, this woman

14

is referred to as Avellone’s “then-girlfriend,” though their intimate relationship was casual and

15

non-exclusive.

16
17
18

16.

Avellone, his then-girlfriend, and Barrows all attended Dragon Con in 2014. The

three of them spent time together during the convention, including socializing.
17.

Bristol is a friend of Avellone’s then-girlfriend and Barrows. Bristol was also at

19

Dragon Con in 2014. During the convention, Bristol visited Pulse Bar at the Marriott Hotel where

20

Avellone, his then-girlfriend, Barrows, and a man named Scott were socializing.

21

18.

Barrows continually inserted herself in Avellone’s relationship with his then-

22

girlfriend, and as a result, Avellone ceased all communication with Barrows at the end of Dragon

23

Con 2014.

24

FIRST CAUSE OF ACTION

25

LIBEL PER SE (COUNT ONE)

26

(Against Barrows and Does 1-100)

27
28

19.

All previous allegations are realleged and incorporated herein by reference, as

though fully set for the herein.
4
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1

20.

On or about June 17, 2020, the San Francisco-based video game and entertainment

2

website IGN.com published an interview with Avellone and another female game writer about

3

their work on role playing computer games. (Two Veteran Game Writers’ Recipe for a Great

4

RPG, IGN (June 17, 2020) https://www.ign.com/articles/chris-avellone-and-emily-grace-buck-

5

discuss-the-recipe-for-a-great-rpg.)

6
7

21.

On or about June 18, 2020, Barrows replied to a tweet posted by IGN promoting

the interview, posting on Twitter:

8

ZERO interest in anything from a man who spent so much time preying on
young women (no age check), getting them drunk & taking them to hotel
rooms, showing up to panels late & wasted if at all, & treating fans/fellow
industry SO badly, he was blacklisted from at least 1 big con[vention].

9
10
11

(Capitalization original, emphasis added. 3) A true and correct copy of Barrows’

12

statements is attached as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated by reference.

13

22.

These false statements are of or about Avellone and are libelous on their face.

14

23.

The reader would reasonably understand the statements to be about Avellone and

15

to mean that Avellone targeted young women, including women under the age of consent, by

16

forcing them to become intoxicated for the purpose of engaging in non-consensual sexual contact.

17

24.

Barrows’ false statements expose Avellone to hatred, contempt, ridicule, and

18

obloquy and cause him to be shunned or avoided and have a tendency to injure him in his

19

occupation without the necessity of explanatory matter.

20

25.

Barrows’ statements are entirely false. Avellone has never targeted women of any

21

age, forced any woman to become intoxicated for any purpose, including the purpose of engaging

22

in non-consensual sexual contact.

23

26.

Barrows failed to use reasonable care to determine the truth or falsity of her

24

statements. She actually knew her statements were false because she fabricated the libels therein.

25

She spent limited time with Avellone and evidence of any alleged sexually predatory conduct on

26
27
28

3

The emphasized portions of Defendants’ posts to Twitter.com throughout this pleading are the
libelous statements upon which Plaintiff files this Complaint. The additional portions of
Defendants’ posts are provided here for context.
5
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

the part of Avellone cannot exist because it never happened.
27.

On June 22, 2020, as a result of Barrows’ statements, IGN updated its internet

article, adding:
[UPDATE] Waylanders studio Gato Salvaje provided the following statement to
IGN: "Chris Avellone is no longer associated with Gato Salvaje Studio or The
Waylanders project. Chris was brought on as a design contractor on The
Waylanders. As of last week, Chris’s contract is complete and the content
provided will be assessed as development progresses. Studio Gato Salvaje and
The Waylanders team take matters of abusive and predatory behavior very
seriously, and we stand against the kind of behavior that was alleged to have
happened in the stories shared over the weekend." After a follow-up, the studio
added: "Chris will not be included in the credits for The Waylanders by his own
request.

10

(Two Veteran Game Writers’ Recipe for a Great RPG, IGN (June 17, 2020) https://www.ign.com

11

/articles/chris-avellone-and-emily-grace-buck-discuss-the-recipe-for-a-great-rpg.)

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

28.

As a result of Barrows’ statements, Avellone has suffered reputational harm in an

amount to be proved at trial.
29.

As a result of Barrows’ statements, Avellone has lost employment and continues to

lose employment in an amount to be proved at trial.
30.

Avellone has also suffered shame, mortification, and hurt feelings as a result of

Barrows’ libels.
31.

Barrows’ conduct in making the libels were done with a conscious disregard of

19

Avellone’s rights, with the intent to vex, annoy, and/or harass Avellone. Such conduct was

20

unauthorized and constitutes oppression, fraud, and/or malice under Civil Code section 3294,

21

entitling Avellone to an award of punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punish or set an

22

example of Barrows in an amount to be determined at trial.

23

SECOND CAUSE OF ACTION

24

LIBEL PER SE (COUNT TWO)

25

(Against Barrows and Does 1-100)

26
27
28

32.

All previous allegations are realleged and incorporated herein by reference, as

though fully set for the herein.
33.

On or about June 19, 2020, Barrows posted a picture of her comment to IGN’s
6
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1
2
3
4

tweet promoting Avellone’s interview on Twitter.com and posted the tweet:
While we’re at it, here’s another man to add to the gaming industry predator
garbage pile. Yesterday was the fist time I said something publicly about this, and
I’m done being silent, despite that fuckstick in the reply telling me to shut up. I
WILL NOT. Thread:

5

(Capitalization original, emphasis added.) A true and correct copy of Barrows’ statements

6

is attached as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated by reference.

7

34.

These false statements are of or about Avellone and are libelous on their face.

8

35.

The reader would reasonably understand the statements to be about Avellone and

9
10
11

to mean that Avellone is a sexual “predator,” meaning he is someone who engages in nonconsensual sexual contact.
36.

Barrows’ false statements expose Avellone to hatred, contempt, ridicule, and

12

obloquy and cause him to be shunned or avoided and have a tendency to injure him in his

13

occupation without the necessity of explanatory matter.

14
15
16

37.

Barrows’ statements are entirely false. Avellone has never targeted any person for

the purpose of engaging in non-consensual sexual contact, nor is there evidence of such conduct.
38.

Barrows failed to use reasonable care to determine the truth or falsity of her

17

statements. She actually knew her statements were false because she fabricated the libels therein.

18

She spent limited time with Avellone and evidence of any alleged sexually predatory conduct on

19

the part of Avellone cannot exist because it never happened.

20
21
22
23
24
25
26

39.

As a result of Barrows’ statements, Avellone has suffered reputational harm in an

amount to be proved at trial.
40.

As a result of Barrows’ statements, Avellone has lost employment and continues to

lose employment in an amount to be proved at trial.
41.

Avellone has also suffered shame, mortification, and hurt feelings as a result of

Barrows’ libels.
42.

Barrows’ conduct in making the libels were done with a conscious disregard of

27

Avellone’s rights, with the intent to vex, annoy, and/or harass Avellone. Such conduct was

28

unauthorized and constitutes oppression, fraud, and/or malice under Civil Code section 3294,
7
COMPLAINT

1

entitling Avellone to an award of punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punish or set an

2

example of Barrows in an amount to be determined at trial.

3

THIRD CAUSE OF ACTION

4

LIBEL PER SE (COUNT THREE)

5

(Against Barrows and Does 1-100)

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

43.

All previous allegations are realleged and incorporated herein by reference, as

though fully set for the herein.
44.

On or about June 19, 2020, Barrows continued her thread on Twitter.com, posting

in a series of continuous tweets:
I witnessed, and experienced, [Avellone’s] behavior firsthand. He got me
blackout drunk on Midori Sours (on the company dime). He and two friends
somehow got me back to my room, where he pounced in front of the other guys.
They left after a few moments (also drunk), and one of them-told me what he had witnessed the next evening I had very vague impressions
that someone had made out with me when I woke up that morning, but thought it
was a dream. When I asked Chris about it, he told me that I had eventually
refused him. When more of the night came back-to me, I realized the ONLY reason I was able to refuse him in my blackout
stupor was because I was on my period that weekend. The ONLY reason. (The
shame society places on menstruation actually came in handy for once, smdh.)
Other nights, I watched him do the same to-other girls, some of whom looked FAR younger than me in my late 20s (at the
time, and I have always looked young for my age). He would disappear with one
or another, come back, then come back to me. The entire con[vention]. I did not
get drunk with him again, and he was a gentleman-about my refusals, including the one where I was drunk off my ass, and when he
escorted me to the subway station at 4:30am the morning I left to go home. That
kind of behavior is what not only kept me in denial about what was actually going
on, but drove me to introduce him to-one of my best friends, who then endured over a year of heartache, gaslighting,
and emotional abuse at his hands. It was much easier to see then, and ALL of us
who knew what was going on told her to get out. Eventually, she did, but not
before he raged out of a restaurant-drunk as fuck (as usual), leaving her behind after which point she wandered the
downtown streets of a major convention city late at night, ALONE, looking for
him because she was worried he would get hurt due to how drunk he was. This
was my breaking point.
I went to two men I worked with at this convention and reported the situation.
Interestingly enough, they were already discussing his terrible behavior when I
found them together to report it. With my testimony added, he was blacklisted
right then and there.
His behavior didn’t stop, though. If anything, it got worse. It took years for his
employer to finally fire him (I honestly don’t’ recall the exact reason he was
given, it was a while ago and I wasn’t there personally - this was relayed to me by
a friend who also worked there).
He moved to other studios. Other projects. Other conventions until they stopped
8
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

inviting him on their own accord (whether due to behavior or relevance, I don’t
know). I pushed him out of my memory, as did my dear friends, and we only
discussed our anger and disgust if he-happened to come up. I’ve said something to some friends in journalism if he
came up. Emily [the other game writer featured in the IGN interview] reached out
to me after seeing my tweet to apologize. For what, I asked her? [sic] She didn’t
know what he was like and carried no fault in this. Most didn’t know unless they
saw it.
Still no one said anything except in closed circles. *I* didn’t say anything except
in closed circles to warn people about his behavior. I have not idea if he’s
remotely better than he was then, but given how protected he’s been from true
consequences for his actions, I doubt it.
The actions I witnessed myself occurred between 2013 and 2015. Those I was
told by friends who remained around him occurred up until 2017 or 2018. This
was recent. Who knows how long it had been occurring before then; he was
clearly no stranger to doing this when I met him.
I didn’t bother blowing this up until today due to work being insane all week, but
I’ve got time now. Chris Avellone is an abusive, abrasive, conniving sexual
predator. People tried to get him help. He refused it and continued. Stop
glorifying him.

12

(Capitalization original, emphasis added.) A true and correct copy of Barrows’ statements is

13

attached as Exhibit 1 and is incorporated by reference.

14

45.

These false statements are of or about Avellone and are libelous on their face.

15

46.

The reader would reasonably understand the statements to be about Avellone and

16

to mean that Avellone is a habitual “sexual predator” who targets young women, including

17

women that are under the age of consent, for non-consensual sexual contact; that Avellone forces

18

women to become intoxicated against their will, misappropriating corporate funds for this

19

purpose; that Avellone is abusive; and that Avellone was terminated from his then-employment

20

with Obsidian Entertainment, Inc.

21

47.

Barrows’ false statements expose Avellone to hatred, contempt, ridicule, and

22

obloquy and cause him to be shunned or avoided and have a tendency to injure him in his

23

occupation without the necessity of explanatory matter.

24

48.

Barrows’ statements are entirely false. Avellone has never targeted any person for

25

the purpose of engaging in non-consensual sexual contact, nor is there evidence of such conduct.

26

Barrows’ own retelling of her one sexually-tinged contact with Avellone shows that he did not

27

engage in non-consensual sexual activity with her. (See Exh. 1.) Moreover, Avellone has never

28

forced anyone to become intoxicated against their will, nor has he abused anyone. Avellone did
9
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1

not use corporate credit cards or accounts to purchase alcohol for himself or anyone he treated to

2

a drink. To the contrary, he used his personal credit card. Last, Avellone was not fired from his

3

position with Obsidian Entertainment, Inc.

4

49.

Barrows failed to use reasonable care to determine the truth or falsity of her

5

statements. She actually knew her statements were false because she fabricated the libels therein.

6

She spent limited time with Avellone and evidence of any alleged sexually predatory conduct on

7

the part of Avellone cannot exist because it never happened. Furthermore, she fabricated her

8

allegation that Avellone was fired from Obsidian Entertainment, Inc. Avellone was not fired.

9
10

50.

amount to be proved at trial.

11
12

51.

As a result of Barrows’ statements, Avellone has lost employment and continues to

lose employment in an amount to be proved at trial.

13
14

As a result of Barrows’ statements, Avellone has suffered reputational harm in an

52.

Avellone has also suffered shame, mortification, and hurt feelings as a result of

Barrows’ libels.

15

53.

Barrows’ conduct in making the libels were done with a conscious disregard of

16

Avellone’s rights, with the intent to vex, annoy, and/or harass Avellone. Such conduct was

17

unauthorized and constitutes oppression, fraud, and/or malice under Civil Code section 3294,

18

entitling Avellone to an award of punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punish or set an

19

example of Barrows in an amount to be determined at trial.

20

FOURTH CAUSE OF ACTION

21

LIBEL PER SE (COUNT FOUR)

22

(Against Barrows and Does 1-100)

23
24

54.

All previous allegations are realleged and incorporated herein by reference, as

though fully set for the herein.

25

55.

On or about June 20, 2020, Barrows continued her Twitter.com thread of the

26

previous date, tweeting:

27

///

28

///
10
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1

Hey Avellone, since I know you’ve seen this now, spare us all the lies and the
non-apologies. Either fess up to what you did to countless women and
ACTUALLY apologize and atone, or shut the entire fuck up. And I didn’t name
certain entities FOR A FUCKING REASON.
And yeah, I do hate you, Avellone. You assaulted & abused my friends. You
made life hell for dozens of fellow industry. You’ve abused “star” power to
victimize women. You’re playing this weak ass victim card for sympathy points
now that’s [sic] your secret’s out. GTFO with that shit.

2
3
4
5
6

(Emphasis added.) A true and correct copy of Barrows’ statements is attached as Exhibit 1 and is

7

incorporated by reference.

8

56.

These false statements are of or about Avellone and are libelous on their face.

9

57.

The reader would reasonably understand the statements to be about Avellone and

10

to mean that Avellone has assaulted and abused Barrows’ friends.

11

58.

Barrows’ false statements expose Avellone to hatred, contempt, ridicule, and

12

obloquy and cause him to be shunned or avoided and have a tendency to injure him in his

13

occupation without the necessity of explanatory matter.

14
15

59.

Barrows’ statements are entirely false. Avellone has never assaulted or abused

anyone, nor is there evidence of such conduct.

16

60.

Barrows failed to use reasonable care to determine the truth or falsity of her

17

statements. She actually knew her statements were false because she fabricated the libels therein.

18

She spent limited time with Avellone and evidence of any alleged abuse or assault on the part of

19

Avellone cannot exist because it never happened.

20

61.

On June 22, 2020, San Francisco-based computer game developer online magazine

21

Gamasutra published a report as a result of Barrows’ statements. (Chris Kerr, Dying Light 2

22

writer Chris Avellone accused of sexual assault and harassment, Gamasutra (June 22, 2020),

23

https://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/365244/Dying_Light_2_writer_Chris_Avellone_accused

24

_of_sexual_assault_and_harassment.php.) A true and correct copy of Gamasutra’s article is

25

attached as Exhibit 2 and is incorporated by reference. Gamasutra’s article was updated to

26

include the following statements issued by Techland, S.A., developer of the Dying Light franchise

27

of computer games:

28

///
11
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1

"We take matters of sexual harassment and disrespect with utmost care, and have
no tolerance for such behaviors - it applies to both our employees as well as
external consultants, Chris among them," a company spokesperson told
Gamasutra.
"That is why we are currently looking very closely into the matter. We will
provide you with information on our next steps soon."

2
3
4
5
6
7

(Ibid.) Later that date, Gamasutra updated its article again with an additional statement
issued by Techland, S.A.:
"This is why, together with Chris Avellone, we’ve decided to end our
cooperation. We are still working towards delivering the experience we promised
in Dying Light 2. Both our narrative team, which Chris supported, and the whole
development team of Dying Light 2 continue progressing efficiently, according to
the plan revised at the beginning of the year."

8
9
10
11

(Ibid.)

12

62.

On June 29, 2020, Business Insider magazine published an article reporting on

13

Barrows’ allegations and California video game company Electronic Arts Inc.’s 4 reaction to her

14

accusations. (Ben Gilbert, Following sexual assault allegations, EA is cutting ties with the

15

acclaimed video game writer who worked on the latest ‘Star Wars’ game, Business Insider (June

16

29, 2020) https://www.businessinsider.com/after-sexual-assault-allegations-ea-cuts-ties-chris-

17

avellone-2020-6.) A true and correct copy of that article is attached as Exhibit 3 and is

18

incorporated by reference. Electronic Arts Inc. issued this statement as a result of Barrows’

19

allegations, which was included in the Business Insider article:

20

"We take all allegations of harassment and abuse very seriously," a statement
from EA sent to Business Insider said. "And the recent reports that have surfaced
are very concerning. EA has no plans to work with Chris Avellone moving
forward."

21
22
23

(Ibid.)

24
25

63.

As a result of Barrows’ statements, Avellone has suffered reputational harm in an

amount to be proved at trial.

26

64.

As a result of Barrows’ statements, Avellone has lost employment and continues to

27
28

4

Electronic Arts Inc. of California is commonly referred to as “EA.”
12
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1
2
3
4

lose employment in an amount to be proved at trial.
65.

Avellone has also suffered shame, mortification, and hurt feelings as a result of

Barrows’ libels.
66.

Barrows’ conduct in making the libels were done with a conscious disregard of

5

Avellone’s rights, with the intent to vex, annoy, and/or harass Avellone. Such conduct was

6

unauthorized and constitutes oppression, fraud, and/or malice under Civil Code section 3294,

7

entitling Avellone to an award of punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punish or set an

8

example of Barrows in an amount to be determined at trial.

9

FIFTH CAUSE OF ACTION

10

LIBEL PER SE (COUNT FIVE)

11

(Against Bristol and Does 1-100)

12
13
14

67.

All previous allegations are realleged and incorporated herein by reference, as

though fully set for the herein.
68.

On or about June 20, 2020, in response to Barrows’ tweets contained in the fourth

15

cause of action above, Bristol, under the handle “@GlitterBroker,” using the alias “Kelly /

16

Stabitha” posted to Twitter.com, stating:

17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

I’ve never admitted this on main, but he [Avellone] groped me repeatedly at
[Dragon Con] 2014, by Pulse. Every time you or his gf weren’t looking, his
hand was on my ass & he was trying to get me to go to his room. I told him I
don’t fuck my friends’ boyfriends & to stay the fuck away from me . . .
I swear he ONLY stopped when Scott gave him the dirtiest look I’ve ever seen.
He was ready to turn Avellone into paste.
And I somehow came away from that feeling like I’d done something to bring it
on.
I shook his hand when we were introduced. That’s it. That’s all it took.
To which Barrows replied:
OH MY FUCKING GOD. Also thank goodness for Scotty. Remember when he
and I ran off to go find that fucker after [Avellone’s then-girlfriend] cam back to
the room after not being able to find [Avellone] downtown? Holy fucking SHIT I
can’t believe I didn’t know this
To which Bristol replied:
I remember that entire fucking shitshow. I was more concerned about [Avellone’s
then-girlfriend’s] safety to even process what he’d done to me. It didn’t really hit
til I got back home.
13
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To which Barrows replied:
Ugh god. I am SO sorry you all had to deal with that shit. And I’m so angry I
didn’t even see it.
To which Bristol replied:
He [Avellone] knew exactly what he was doing. You didn’t see it because he was
just that practiced at it. And I was so shocked I froze. (I hate that freezing is my
response to shit like this.)

7

(Capitalization original, emphasis added.) A true and correct copy of Bristol’s statements

8

made in response to Barrows’ statements is attached as Exhibit 4 and is incorporated by

9

reference.

10

69.

These false statements are of or about Avellone and are libelous on their face.

11

70.

The reader would reasonably understand the statements to be about Avellone and

12

to mean that Avellone has sexually assaulted Bristol, and that he did so in a “practiced” manner

13

because he was a habitual sexual assaulter.

14

71.

Bristol’s false statements expose Avellone to hatred, contempt, ridicule, and

15

obloquy and cause him to be shunned or avoided and have a tendency to injure him in his

16

occupation without the necessity of explanatory matter.

17

72.

Bristol’s statements are entirely false. Avellone never assaulted Bristol and is not a

18

habitual sexual assaulter. Scott has provided that he does not know anything about Bristol’s

19

allegations herein with regard to Avellone or himself.

20

73.

Bristol failed to use reasonable care to determine the truth or falsity of her

21

statements. She actually knew her statements were false because she fabricated the libels therein.

22

Evidence of any alleged assault on the part of Avellone cannot exist because it never happened.

23
24
25
26
27
28

74.

As a result of Bristol’s statements, Avellone has suffered reputational harm in an

amount to be proved at trial.
75.

As a result of Bristol’s statements, Avellone has lost employment and continues to

lose employment in an amount to be proved at trial.
76.

Avellone has also suffered shame, mortification, and hurt feelings as a result of

Bristol’s libels.
14
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77.

Bristol’s conduct in making the libels were done with a conscious disregard of

2

Avellone’s rights, with the intent to vex, annoy, and/or harass Avellone. Such conduct was

3

unauthorized and constitutes oppression, fraud, and/or malice under Civil Code section 3294,

4

entitling Avellone to an award of punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punish or set an

5

example of Bristol in an amount to be determined at trial.

6

SIXTH CAUSE OF ACTION

7

LIBEL PER SE (COUNT SIX)

8

(Against Bristol and Does 1-100)

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

78.

All previous allegations are realleged and incorporated herein by reference, as

though fully set for the herein.
79.

On or about June 23, 2020, Bristol posted to Reddit.com, using the handle

“GlitterBroker”:
I continue to be disgusted by how media outlets report so carelessly on this topic.
I was doxxed by the very first fly-by-night gaming site that picked this story up.
(They’ve since edited the story, thanks to a journalist friend of mine ripping the
site owner a new one.) I get that it’s a juicy story, but victims keep being served
to the wolves in the process.
As for my thoughts on Avellone? He’s a sick man. I hope he gets help. But what
happens to his or any other predator’s career is on them, not their victims.
Companies are letting him go because he is a liability. Predatory behavior drives
talented people away every day, and causes internal strife within teams. No level
of talent is worth that, and I’d argue that it negates any talent a person has. His
“storied career” is NOT more important to the industry than the careers, talents,
and well-being of the people he’s harmed.
Anyway. It’s been a real interesting few days, that’s for damn sure.

20

(Capitalization original, emphasis added.) A true and correct copy of Bristol’s now-deleted

21

Reddit.com post is attached as Exhibit 5 and is incorporated by reference.

22

80.

These false statements are of or about Avellone and are libelous on their face.

23

81.

The reader would reasonably understand the statements to be about Avellone and

24

to mean that Avellone is a sexual “predator,” meaning he is someone who engages in non-

25

consensual sexual contact.

26

82.

Bristol’s false statements expose Avellone to hatred, contempt, ridicule, and

27

obloquy and cause him to be shunned or avoided and have a tendency to injure him in his

28

occupation without the necessity of explanatory matter.
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83.

Bristol’s statements are entirely false. Avellone has never targeted any person for

the purpose of engaging in non-consensual sexual contact, nor is there evidence of such conduct.
84.

Bristol failed to use reasonable care to determine the truth or falsity of her

4

statements. She actually knew her statements were false because she fabricated the libels therein.

5

Evidence of any alleged sexually predatory conduct on the part of Avellone cannot exist because

6

it never happened.

7

85.

8
9
10
11
12
13

As a result of Bristol’s statements, Avellone has suffered reputational harm in an

amount to be proved at trial.
86.

As a result of Bristol’s statements, Avellone has lost employment and continues to

lose employment in an amount to be proved at trial.
87.

Avellone has also suffered shame, mortification, and hurt feelings as a result of

Bristol’s libels.
88.

Bristol’s conduct in making the libels were done with a conscious disregard of

14

Avellone’s rights, with the intent to vex, annoy, and/or harass Avellone. Such conduct was

15

unauthorized and constitutes oppression, fraud, and/or malice under Civil Code section 3294,

16

entitling Avellone to an award of punitive damages in an amount appropriate to punish or set an

17

example of Bristol in an amount to be determined at trial.

18

89.

Barrows and Bristols’ allegations have been republished by the press. True and

19

correct copies of a selection of those republications are attached as Exhibits 6-9 and are

20

incorporated by reference.

21

PRAYER FOR RELIEF

22

Wherefore, Avellone prays for judgment against Defendants as follows:

23

1.

For actual and special damages, including emotional distress damages;

24

2.

For general damages;

25

3.

For costs of suit;

26

4.

For punitive damages; and

27

5.

For equitable relief in the form of a positive injunction.

28
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JOHNSON & JOHNSON LLP

DATED: June 16, 2021

By

/s/ Neville L. Johnson
Neville L. Johnson
Aleeza L. Marashlian
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Christopher Avellone
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DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL
Plaintiff hereby demands a trial by jury.
JOHNSON & JOHNSON LLP

DATED: June 16, 2021

4
5
6
7
8

By

/s/ Neville L. Johnson
Neville L. Johnson
Aleeza L. Marashlian
Attorneys for Plaintiff
Christopher Avellone
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Karissa @
@SJBsMama

Explore
Settings

|WEARAMASK V

Q

While we’re at it, here’s another man to add to the
gaming industry predator garbage pile. Yesterday was
the first time I said something publicly about this, and
I’m done being silent, despite that fuckstick in the reply
telling me to shut up. I WILL NOT. Thread:

8:01 PM · Jun 19, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
1,664 Retweets

246 Quote Tweets

3,882 Likes
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Karissa @
|WEARAMASK
@SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
Replying to @SJBsMama
I witnessed, and experienced, his behavior firsthand. He got me blackout
drunk on Midori Sours (on the company dime). He and two friends
somehow got me back to my room, where he pounced in front of the other
guys. They left after a few moments (also drunk), and one of them-
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Karissa~ @
|WEARAMASK V @SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
-told me what he had witnessed the next evening. I had very vague
impressions that someone had made out with me when I woke up that
morning, but thought it was a dream. When I asked Chris about it, he told
me that I had eventually refused him. When more of the night came back3
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Karissa @
|WEARAMASK V @SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
-to me, I realized the ONLY reason I was able to refuse him in my blackout
stupor was because I was on my period that weekend. The ONLY reason.
(The shame society places on menstruation actually came in handy for once,
smdh.) Other nights, I watched him do the same to-
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Karissa~ @
|WEARAMASK __; @SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
-other girls, some of whom looked FAR younger than me in my late 20s (at
the time, and I have always looked young for my age). He would disappear
with one or another, come back, then come back to me. The entire con. I did
not get drunk with him again, and he was a gentleman-
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Karissa @
|WEARAMASK
@SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
-about my refusals, including the one where I was drunk off my ass, and
when he escorted me to the subway station at 4:30am the morning I left to
go home. That kind behavior is what not only kept me in denial about what
was actually going on, but drove me to introduce him to-
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Karissa @
|WEARAMASK
@SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
-one of my best friends, who then endured over a year of heartache,
gaslighting, and emotional abuse at his hands. It was much easier to see
then, and ALL of us who knew what was going on told her to get out.
Eventually, she did, but not before he raged out of a restaurant-
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Karissa @
|WEARAMASK
@SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
-drunk as fuck (as usual), leaving her behind, after which point she
wandered the downtown streets of a major convention city late at night,
ALONE, looking for him because she was worried he would get hurt due to
how drunk he was. This was my breaking point.
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Karissa @
|WEARAMASK V @SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
I went to two men I worked with at this convention and reported the
situation. Interestingly enough, they were already discussing his terrible
behavior when I found them together to report it. With my testimony
added, he was blacklisted right then and there.
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Karissa @
|WEARAMASK
@SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
His behavior didn’t stop, though. If anything, it got worse. It took years for
his employer to finally fire him (I honestly don’t recall the exact reason he
was given, it was a while ago and I wasn’t there personally - this was relayed
to me by a friend who also worked there).
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Karissa @
|WEARAMASK
@SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
He moved to other studios. Other projects. Other conventions until they
stopped inviting him on their own accord (whether due to behavior or
relevance, I don’t know). I pushed him out of my memory, as did my dear
friends, and we only discussed our anger and disgust if he-
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Karissa @
|WEARAMASK
@SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
-happened to come up. I’ve said something to some friends in journalism if
he came up. Emily reached out to me after seeing my tweet to apologize.
For what, I asked her? She didn’t know what he was like and carried no fault
in this. Most didn’t know unless they saw it.
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Karissa~ @
|WEARAMASK V @SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
Still no one said anything except in closed circles. *I* didn’t say anything
except in closed circles to warn people about his behavior. I have no idea if
he’s remotely better than he was then, but given how protected he’s been
from true consequences for his actions, I doubt it.
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Karissa~ @
|WEARAMASK __; @SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
The actions I witnessed myself occurred between 2013 and 2015. Those I
was told by friends who remained around him occurred up until 2017 or
2018 Thi
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2018. This was recent. Who knows how long it had been occurring before
then; he was clearly no stranger to doing this when I met him.
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Karissa @
|WEARAMASK -J @SJBsMa… · Jun 20, 2020
Hey Avellone, since I know you’ve seen this now, spare us all the lies and the
non-apologies. Either fess up to what you did to countless women and
ACTUALLY apologize and atone, or shut the entire fuck up. And I didn’t
name certain entities FOR A FUCKING REASON.
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Karissa @
|WEARAMASK
'- @SJBsMa… · Jun 20, 2020
And yeah, I do hate you, Avellone. You assaulted & abused my friends. You
made life hell for dozens of fellow industry. You’ve abused “star” power to
victimize women. You’re playing this weak ass victim card for sympathy
points now that’s your secret’s out. GTFO with that shit.
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Karissa @
|WEARAMASK -J @SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
I didn’t bother blowing this up until today due to work being insane all
week, but I’ve got the time now. Chris Avellone is an abusive, abrasive,
conniving sexual predator. People tried to get him help. He refused it and
continued. Stop glorifying him.
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Karissa @
|WEARAMASK
@SJBsMa… · Jun 20, 2020
I’m sure I’m missing responses and RTs because my mentions are exploding,
to my fellow victims and sending thanks to everyone
but sending
for their support in all this. While you’re here:
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Jenn @jennerationnext · Jun 19, 2020
Replying to @SJBsMama and @noogaloo
Wow.
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Josh Silverman (He/Him) @BearPunch · Jun 19, 2020
Replying to @SJBsMama
I simultaneously am shocked and not. I've heard enough rumblings ever
since having him on podcasts years ago to start wondering. So thank you
for not shutting up, and thank you for the information.
Much love to you Karissa.
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116 1+1 Sexy Ben l+I 116 @browland1 · Jun 19, 2020
Replying to @SJBsMama
Kudos to you for speaking up. Silence only enables the abuser and allows
the cycle to continue, call that shit out.
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Mike Futter
@Futterish · Jun 19, 2020
Replying to @SJBsMama
I see you. We’re here for you.
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crimes man tonald soprano @FunkmoLumbo · Jun 19, 2020
Replying to @SJBsMama and @AStraww
As someone who considered themselves a fan of his, thank you so very
much for speaking up and letting people know what he is. I'm sorry you and
your friends had to go through that
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Anastasia Morgan
@ENstasia · Jun 19, 2020
Replying to @SJBsMama
Thank you for speaking up and NOT shutting up
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@SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
Said it before and will say it again - love you both
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Karissa @
|WEARAMASK
@SJBsMa… · Jun 19, 2020
Little did the dudebro know, his comment would have 1000% the opposite
effect.
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Dying Light 2 writer Chris
Avellone accused of sexual
assault and harassment
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Prominent game designer and writer Chris Avellone
has been accused of leveraging his position within
the games industry to sexually assault and harass
multiple women.

More: Console/PC

This is the latest instance of a man in a position of
power allegedly using their clout to target, harass, and assault women who work in and around game
development. Accusations against Avellone follow on from a series of allegations made last year
against notable industry figures including Elder Scrolls composer Jeremy Soule and Weather Factory
founder Alexis Kennedy.
First-hand accounts published on social media over the weekend accuse the Dying Light 2 and Vampire:

women over social media.
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The Masquerade – Bloodlines 2 narrative designer of intentionally getting women "blackout drunk" at
industry events before making non-consensual advances, and sending sexually explicit messages to
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"I witnessed, and experienced, his behavior firsthand. He got me blackout drunk on Midori Sours (on the
company dime)," said one accuser, in a lengthy account posted on Twitter. "He and two friends somehow
got me back to my room, where he pounced in front of the other guys.
"They left after a few moments (also drunk), and one of them told me what he had witnessed the next
evening. I had very vague impressions that someone had made out with me when I woke up that
morning, but thought it was a dream. When I asked Chris about it, he told me that I had eventually
refused him."
After witnessing Avellone do the same thing to other women on different occasions, he was eventually
reported to convention organizers and blacklisted -- though his accuser claims that didn't halt his pattern
of behavior.
"His behavior didn’t stop, though. If anything, it got worse. It took years for his employer to finally fire
him (I honestly don’t recall the exact reason he was given, it was a while ago and I wasn’t there
personally - this was relayed to me by a friend who also worked there)," they continued.
"He moved to other studios. Other projects. Other conventions until they stopped inviting him on their
own accord (whether due to behavior or relevance, I don’t know). The actions I witnessed myself occurred
between 2013 and 2015. Those I was told by friends who remained around him occurred up until 2017 or
2018. This was recent.
"I didn’t bother blowing this up until today due to work being insane all week, but I’ve got the time now.
Chris Avellone is an abusive, abrasive, conniving sexual predator. People tried to get him help. He refused
it and continued. Stop glorifying him."
Another allegation posted online, alongside pictures of an exchange between Avellone and the victim,
details how Avellone sexually harassed someone who was working towards full-time employment in the
industry by sending them sexually explicit messages without consent.
"This was before I was full-time in the games industry, but knew I wanted a future in it and was actively
working towards that. Chris was one of the 'industry greats' I was frankly flattered to even know let alone
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Games Press
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be friendly with. So I forgave and regularly asked him career advice," they wrote, explaining why they
were in contact with Avellone.
"What pisses me off is other industry people have done worse to me. I’ve been raped, sexually assaulted,
and inappropriately touched by people that are not Chris. But rapes don’t generate screenshots so if I
publicly outed anyone the internet would just descend to ridicule me."
Avellone has acknowledged the allegations against him by replying to his accusers and others on Twitter,
but has yet to issue a full statement or an explicit denial.
"I never meant any harm to you, and I had thought things between us had ended well all up until seeing
you off. That said, if I can't do anything to apologize for it, I understand, and there's nothing more to be
done," he wrote in response to one allegation.
Given his role as a freelancer, Avellone is currently working on a number of projects for a handful of
companies. Some, such as The Waylanders developer Gato Studio, explained they parted ways with the
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veteran writer before the allegations came to light.

and...

"Chris is no longer on the project, and I’ve been the lead writer all along, not him," wrote The

VR Specialists Psytec
Games and Global

Waylanders scribe Emily Grace Buck on Twitter. "Waylanders has very little writing by him as it stands,
and I’ll be taking a look at his scenes. No one on the team knew anything about this. We’re handling it,
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and I’m open to feedback."
Others, including Dying Light 2 developer Techland and Vampire: The Masquerade – Bloodlines 2 maker
Hardsuit Labs, have yet to acknowledge the allegations. We've reached out to reps for those studios for
comment.
Update, Techland: Dying Light 2 developer Techland said it is "looking very closely" into the allegations
made against Avellone, and that it has "no tolerance for such behaviors."
"We take matters of sexual harassment and disrespect with utmost care, and have no tolerance for such
behaviors - it applies to both our employees as well as external consultants, Chris among them," a
company spokesperson told Gamasutra.
"That is why we are currently looking very closely into the matter. We will provide you with information on
our next steps soon."
[5PM ET]: Techland has amended its earlier statement to add that it has since, in agreement with
Avellone, decided to part ways with Avellone on Dying Light 2. In addition to the above, Techland provided
the following: "This is why, together with Chris Avellone, we’ve decided to end our cooperation. We are
still working towards delivering the experience we promised in Dying Light 2. Both our narrative team,
which Chris supported, and the whole development team of Dying Light 2 continue progressing efficiently,
according to the plan revised at the beginning of the year."
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Update, Paradox Interactive: A representative from Bloodlines 2 publisher Paradox Interactive has
explained Avellone's involvement with the game was "brief," and that none of the content he produced
would be used in the game. The company didn't comment on the sexual harassment and assault
allegations.
"Chris Avellone briefly worked with the Bloodlines 2 writing team early in the development of the game,"
said Paradox. "Through an iterative creative process, however, none of his contributions remain in the
game that Hardsuit Labs is continuing to develop."
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Following sexual assault allegations, EA is cutting ties with the
acclaimed video game writer who worked on the latest 'Star
Wars' game
Ben Gilbert Jun 29, 2020, 10:32 AM
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Chris Avellone presenting the game "Dying Light 2" on stage during Microsoft's Xbox briefing in June 2018.
Christian Petersen/Getty Images
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Across the last two weeks, video game writer Chris Avellone has been accused of
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Avellone was one of the writers involved in Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order, a storydriven single-player "Star Wars" game that sold over 10 million copies.

■

■

■

A sequel to "Fallen Order" is currently in production, but Avellone is o the project,
EA said. "We take all allegations of harassment and abuse very seriously," the
company said in a statement, "and the recent reports that have surfaced are very
concerning. EA has no plans to work with Chris Avellone moving forward."
Avellone has a long history in the video game business, having worked on major
franchises like "Fallout" and cofounded Obsidian Entertainment.
Visit Business Insider's homepage for more stories.

Sign up for the 10 Things in Tech newsletter for the latest trends &
developments in tech.
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By clicking ‘Sign up’, you agree to receive marketing emails from Insider as well as other partner o ers and
accept our Terms of Service and Privacy Policy.
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Chris Avellone, the writer behind the 2019's "Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order" and many
other successful video game series, has been accused of sexual assault and
inappropriate behavior by several women in the past two weeks.
"He got me blackout drunk," one woman said. "He and two friends somehow got me
back to my room, where he pounced in front of the other guys." Another woman,
Christy Dena, echoed that experience in a public response. Dena said she had "the
same kind of scenario in 2013" with Avellone.
Following those allegations, Electronic Arts has o cially cut ties with Avellone.
"We take all allegations of harassment and abuse very seriously," a statement from EA
sent to Business Insider said. "And the recent reports that have surfaced are very
concerning. EA has no plans to work with Chris Avellone moving forward."
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Avellone is credited with a story credit and as a writing consultant on "Star Wars Jedi:
The Fallen Order." The game, developed by EA's Respawn Entertainment, has sold
over 10 million copies since launching in November 2019, far exceeding EA's own
internal projections. When EA spoke about "Fallen Order" in an investor call earlier
this year, CEO Andrew Wilson referred to the game as the " rst title in an entirely new
franchise."
EA isn't the only major video game company to cut ties with Avellone. The Polish
game studio Techland announced on June 22 that it ended its relationship with him
on upcoming game "Dying Light 2," as did Gato Studios which was working with
Avellone on a game named "The Waylanders."
Avellone did not respond to repeated requests for comment.
If you are a survivor of sexual assault, you can call the National Sexual Assault Hotline
at 800.656.HOPE (4673) or visit their website to receive con dential support.
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I didn't bother blowing this up until today due to work be-ing insane ~II week.
but I've got the time now. O,ris Aveflone is an abusive, abrasive. conniving
sexuol predato,. People tried to get him help. He refused It and continued.
Stop glorifying him,
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Kelly/ SQbitha

V

@Glitter Broker

Replylog to @SJB)M4ln.l

I've never admitted this on main, but he groped me
repeatedly at D*C 2014, by Pulse. Every time you or his
gf weren't looking, his hand was on my ass & he was
trying to get me to go to his room. I told him I don't
fuck my friends' boyfriends & to stay the fuck away
from me...
S:51 AM Jun 20, 2020 Tw,ttPr for 1Phone
8 Retweets

0

15 l1lcM

t.1.

0

Kelly / Sgbitha @Glittet81oltc, 4h
RPptyinq to 61rttN8rolcN and \J8~"'fam.1
I swea, he ONlY stopped when Scou gave him the dirtiest look l'Y1! eve<
seen. He wc1s reody to turn Avellone into paste.
And 1soml!how came aw/S'f from that foeli

like I'd done somethi

to

V

repeated ly at D*C 2014, by Pulse. Every time you or his
gf weren't looking, his hand was on my ass & he was
trying to get me to go t o hi s room. I to ld him I d o n't
fuck my friends' boyfriends & to stay the fuck away
fro m me ...
S51 AM• Jun 20. 2020 - Twitter fo, 1Phone

8 Retweets

15 t,ke,

0
Kelly/ Stabitha @Glitter8roke< · 4h
Replying to @Gl,tte,Broke, aod @SJB:,Mama
I swear he ONLY stopped when Scott gave him the dirtiest look l"ve eve<
seen. He was ready to tun\ AveOone into paste.

V

And I somehow c•me •w"'J lrom that feehng like I'd done something to
bring it on.

I shook his hand when we were introduced. That's il That's all it took.
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IWEARAMASK @SJBsMama 4h
v
OH MY FUCKING GOD. Also thank goodness for Scotty. Remember when he
and I fan off to go find th.wt fucker afte( [redacted) came back to the room
after not being able to find him downtown?? Hoty fucking SHIT I can't
believe I didn't know this
0
4m0<er

t.1
•
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IWEARAMASK .. @SJBsM ama · 4h
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OH MY FUCKING GOD. Also thank goodness for Scotty. Remember when he
and I ran o ff to go find that fucker after [redacted] came back to the room
after not being able to find him downtown?> Holy fucking SHIT I can't

believe I didn't know this
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@Glitte, B1oke1
Reply ing to @SJ BsMama

I remember tha t entire fucking shitshow. I was more
concerned about her safety to even process what he'd

done to me. It didn't really hit til I got back home.
5:59 AM · Jun 20, 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

5 likes
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Rep!yin g to @GlitterBroker
Ugh go<I. I am SO sorry you all had to deal with that shit. And I'm so angry I
d idn't even see it.
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Kelly/ Stabitha @GlitterBroker · 4h
He knew exactly what he was doing. You didn't see it because he was just
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@Glitte1B1oke1

Replying to l!)SJBsMama

I remember that entire fucking shitshow. I was more
concerned about her safety to even process what he'd
done to me. It didn't really hit til I got back home.
5:59 AM · Jun 20. 2020 · Twitter for iPhone
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Ke,=lying to lGYl:ilitterHroker
Ugh g od. I am SO sorry you all had to deal with that shit. And
didn't even see it.
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He knew exactly what he was doing. You didn't see it because he was just
tha: practiced at it. And I was so shocked that I froze. (I hate that freezing 1s
my response to shit like this.)
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Chris Avellon vent

Venting (self.GirlGamers)
submitted 11 months ago by acorntatertot to /r/GirlGamers

I am not sure how many of you ladies are also in r/pcgaming, but recently there was a post made regarding Chris
Avellon being let go due to sexual harassment claims. Many of the individuals commenting on this post find it
ludicrous that this is happening. The amount of comments I saw that were discounting the victims makes me
absolutely sick.
https://www.reddit.com/r/pcgaming/comments/he4fhh/chris_avellone_no_longer_working_on_dying_light_2/fvp5qio/?
utm_source=share&amp;utm_medium=ios_app&amp;utm_name=iossmf
https://www.reddit.com/r/pcgaming/comments/he4fhh/chris_avellone_no_longer_working_on_dying_light_2/fvp72xl/?
utm_source=share&amp;utm_medium=ios_app&amp;utm_name=iossmf
These are two of the most disturbing comments I saw. Doing a quick read of the comment threads did nothing but
highlight the many downvotes individuals in support of the women received.
I don’t know, ladies. I am distraught and disgusted & honestly just need a safe place to vent to and get feedback.
How do you feel about this?
28 comments reddit ceddit

removed comments: 0/31 (0.0%)
deleted comments: 3/31 (9.7%)
sorted by: top

show: Removed and deleted

[–] GlitterBroker (deleted by user) 12 points 11 months ago

I continue to be disgusted by how media outlets report so carelessly on this topic. I was doxxed by the very first flyby-night gaming site that picked this story up. (They’ve since edited the story, thanks to a journalist friend of mine
ripping the site owner a new one.) I get that it’s a juicy story, but victims keep being served to the wolves in the
process.
As for my thoughts on Avellone? He’s a sick man. I hope he gets help. But what happens to his or any other predator’s
career is on them, not their victims. Companies are letting him go because he is a liability. Predatory behavior drives
talented people away every day, and causes internal strife within teams. No level of talent is worth that, and I’d argue
that it negates any talent a person has. His “storied career” is NOT more important to the industry than the careers,
talents, and well-being of the people he’s harmed.
Anyway. It’s been a real interesting few days, that’s for damn sure.
permalink reddit ceddit

[–] NaivePhilosopher 11 points 11 months ago

Oh my god, Chris Avellone? That’s heartbreaking. He’s been a major part of some of favorite games of all time. Why
are there so many horrible people out there?
/r/pcgaming is notoriously terrible, so I hope other people understand what a despicable person it takes to do things
like this, and don’t immediately jump on the victims are lying train. Ugh. I’m just exhausted.
permalink reddit ceddit
[–] Argantaelle (deleted by user) 5 points 11 months ago

How can a person show so much compassion in his (earlier) writings and be such an arrogant asshole in life?
permalink reddit ceddit

[–] Nefer_pitou (deleted by user) 6 points 11 months ago

I saw that my twitter was exploding and I am sad that all these men did what they were doing without ever being
hold accountable and the comments in those gaming threads are sad and very worrysome.
One of the big reasons we have to be so unbelievable careful is, if something happens to us, those guys will never
help us. They will just spit at us whores and then go drinking with their poor „just accused“ buddy and watch him do it
to other girls. You just can‘t win.
permalink reddit ceddit
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Report: Game Writer Chris Avellone Alleged To Have Drugged
And Assaulted Countless Women
Famed games writer and designer Chris Avellone has been accused of being a sexual predator.
BY SEAN MURRAY
PUBLISHED JUN 22, 2020

•••








Famed games writer and designer Chris Avellone has been accused of being a sexual predator.
It's almost certain that you've played some of Chris Avellone's work. He's either worked for or
with some of the biggest game developers around, including Interplay, Obsidian
Entertainment, Arkane, and Larian Studios. His name is attached to an equal number of great
games like Fallout 2, Baldur's Gate: Dark Alliance, Fallout: New Vegas, Prey, and Star Wars
Jedi: Fallen Order.
But apparently, that fame has gone to his head in an awful way. According to a trending
https://www.thegamer.com/chris-avellone-writer-allegedly-drugged-raped-women/
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Twitter thread, Avellone is a sexual predator of the worst kind.
We have Twitter user @SJBsMama (who goes by Karissa) to thank for blowing the whistle on
Avellone with a revealing look into how this alleged predator operates. Karissa posted her
first-hand account on social media detailing how "Chris Avellone is an abusive, abrasive,
conniving sexual predator."
A warning for readers: the following contains graphic descriptions of assault.
"He got me blackout drunk on Midori Sours (on the company dime)," wrote Karissa. "He and
two friends somehow got me back to my room, where he pounced in front of the other guys.
They left after a few moments (also drunk), and one of them told me what he had witnessed
the next evening.

RELATED:

RollPlay's Far Verona Season 2 Cancelled After DM Livestreams Sexual
Assault Scenario
"I had very vague impressions that someone had made out with me when I woke up that
morning, but thought it was a dream. When I asked Chris about it, he told me that I had
eventually refused him. When more of the night came back to me, I realized the ONLY reason I
was able to refuse him in my blackout stupor was because I was on my period that weekend.
The ONLY reason."

Karissa @
@SJBsMama

|WEARAMASK

While we’re at it, here’s another man to add to the
gaming industry predator garbage pile. Yesterday was the
first time I said something publicly about this, and I’m
done being silent, despite that fuckstick in the reply telling
me to shut up. I WILL NOT. Thread:

https://www.thegamer.com/chris-avellone-writer-allegedly-drugged-raped-women/
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8:01 PM · Jun 19, 2020
3.8K

0

213

CD
Share this Tweet

Karissa went on to say that she witnessed Avellone use the same tactics on "far younger"
women (she was in her late 20s at the time), and even regrets setting her best friend up with
Avellone later on.
Eventually, Avellone’s drunkenness combined with his predatory behavior got him blacklisted
from several conventions. Other Twitter followers also chimed in to confirm their stories
thanks to the #MeToo era.
https://www.thegamer.com/chris-avellone-writer-allegedly-drugged-raped-women/
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Avellone currently works as a freelancer and is listed as the main writer for the upcoming
Dying Light 2.
Source: Twitter
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Multiple Women Accuse Games Writer Chris
Avellone Of Sexual Misconduct
Ethan Gach
6/23/20 2:10PM

161

5

Video game writer Chris Avellone revealing Dying Light 2 at Microsoft’s E3 2018 press conference.
Screenshot: Microsoft (YouTube)

Over the weekend, multiple women in the video game industry accused Chris
Avellone, a writer on a number of renowned role-playing games including
Planescape: Torment, Baldur’s Gate: Dark Alliance, and Fallout: New Vegas, of
using his stature in the video game industry to prey on women.
https://kotaku.com/multiple-women-accuse-games-writer-chris-avellone-of-se-1844135498
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ADVERTISEMENT

The women accused Avellone, who most recently worked on the upcoming zombie
blockbuster Dying Light 2, of groping, sexual harassment, and other incidents, some
of which took place at game industry networking events. Thus far, Avellone’s only
response has been a series of individual Twitter replies in which he apologized to
some of the women but did not go into detail about the events in question. Avellone
has not responded to Kotaku’s requests for comment.

on
Dying Light 2 developer Techland, which had Avellone announce the game live LJ
stage at Microsoft’s E3 2018 press conference, said it would part ways with Avellone.
“We treat matters of sexual harassment and disrespect with utmost care, and have
no tolerance for such behaviors—it applies to both our employees as well as external
consultants, Chris among them,” a spokesperson for the studio told Kotaku in an
email. “This is why, together with Chris Avellone, we’ve decided to end our
cooperation.” The company did not say what its investigation into the allegations
against Avellone revealed.
“I witnessed, and experienced, his behavior firsthand,” one of the women wrote in a
Twitter thread on Friday. Speaking with Kotaku via phone, Karissa (who asked that
we only use her first name out of concerns for her safety) gave more details about the
incidents, which she said took place between 2012 and 2014.
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She said she first met Avellone at a hotel bar meetup with industry friends at a 2012
convention, when he was working at Obsidian, the studio he co-founded. “He threw
up his Obsidian credit card in the air and said ‘drinks on me,’ and he just started
buying drinks for everybody,” she said. “Every time mine was gone, Chris was
already back with one or two more for whoever was out, constantly just going back
and forth. I remember refusing him, just being like ‘I’m good, I don’t need anymore,
I probably shouldn’t drink anymore,’ and he’d be like, ‘No that’s fine, come on, let’s
get you another drink.’”

G/O Media may get a commission

bObsweep - Bob
Standard Robot
Vacuum and Mop Champagne
$180 at Best Buy

Karissa said the alcohol hit her very fast, and eventually her two friends and
Avellone decided to help her back to her hotel room. “Much of this I don’t recall
except for a few moments,” she said. “I remember we were standing up at some
point, I remember my two friends standing there at one point, and I remember this
fairly vividly: Chris grabbed my face and started to kiss me. Didn’t ask, just went for
it.” She said that at some point her friends left, heading down the hallway to the
elevator just out of eyeshot. One later told her after she came forward that they had
tried repeatedly to get Avellone to leave with them, she said.
“I was just kind of hanging my head there because I was feeling more self-conscious
than anything,” Karissa said. “The biggest moment of clarity during this whole thing
which came back to me later—again, things have come back to me in pieces—the
thing I remember most clearly is when he started to undo my pants and put his hand
down into them, I told him, ‘This is not a good idea.’ I think he paused for a moment,
https://kotaku.com/multiple-women-accuse-games-writer-chris-avellone-of-se-1844135498
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because I don’t think he was expecting me to say that, and I think the only reason I
was able to say that was because I was on my period at the time.”
ADVERTISEMENT

“He’s fucking disgusting, but he did not rape me,” she said. “He assaulted me, 100
percent, but I stopped him.”

Why Women Don’t Report Sexual Harassment
In March 2015, at a party at the Game Developers Conference in San Francisco, Megan
Farokhmanesh…
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ADVERTISEMENT

Karissa said that she witnessed Avellone preying on other younger women this way
as well, deploying booze and his status at various pop culture conventions. “Girl after
girl, waiving around his company card, he made no secret of the fact that he worked
at Obsidian,” Karissa said, describing it in one of her tweets as a pattern of using his
“‘star’ power to victimize women.”

LJ

In replies on Twitter, Avellone said that the accuser “hates me, and she’s right to feel
that way,” that he “never meant any harm” to her or another woman that Karissa
said was harmed by Avellone, and that he was “trying to apologize.”
ADVERTISEMENT
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Following this story, another woman in the games industry shared on Twitter what
she said was a screenshot of private Facebook messages between herself and
Avellone in 2014 that showed him turning a non-sexual conversation into
immediately propositioning sex to her, describing the proposed sexual acts in detail.
The woman said that Avellone was aware of the fact that she was already in a
relationship at the time, and that the messages made her feel “sick and upset.” (Since
this person did not respond to requests for comment from Kotaku, we have elected
to not print her name or link to her post.)
“This was before I was fulltime in the games industry, but knew I wanted a future in
it and was actively working towards that,” she wrote in a tweet thread. “Chris was
one of the ‘industry greats’ I was frankly flattered to even know let alone be friendly
with.” (Avellone did not address this issue specifically in any Twitter reply.)
ADVERTISEMENT

A third woman also accused Avellone of groping her repeatedly at a 2014 industry
event while Avellone’s girlfriend was present. She wrote that “every time” Avellone’s
girlfriend looked away, “his hand was on my ass & he was trying to get me to go to
his room. I told him I don’t fuck my friends’ boyfriends & to stay the fuck away from
me.” (This person has said that they will not speak on the matter further with
members of the media, and made a public request that the media not use her name
or link to her tweets. Avellone responded to a tweet that mentioned this incident to
say he was “listening and being aware,” but did not directly address the incident in
the response.)
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Other recent games Avellone was believed to be involved with include Hardsuit Labs’
Vampire: The Masquerade – Bloodlines 2. Paradox Games, the publisher of
Bloodlines 2, said in an email to Kotaku that Avellone only worked on the project
briefly and that “none of his contributions remain in the game.”
ADVERTISEMENT

Avellone’s work on the recent RPG by Gato Studio, The Waylanders, is also under
review. “Chris is no longer on the project, and I’ve been the lead writer all along, not
him,” Waylanders writer Emily Grace Buck wrote on Twitter after learning about
the allegations against Avellone. “Waylanders has very little writing by him as it
stands, and I’ll be taking a look at his scenes.” Buck added that no one on the team
had been aware of any of the accusations against Avellone until just recently. Buck
and Avellone had been jointly interviewed for an IGN feature on the game that was
published only a few days prior to the women’s tweets.
Today, Gato confirmed that Avellone’s contract with the company finished last week,
and he is no longer associated with the game. “Studio Gato Salvaje and The
Waylanders team take matters of abusive and predatory behavior very seriously, and
we stand against the kind of behavior that was alleged to have happened in the
stories shared over the weekend,” it wrote.
ADVERTISEMENT
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The allegations against Avellone come amid a new wave of people speaking out
against sexual abuse and coercion across the games industry on social media. Like a
similar outpouring back in August 2019, many people have come forward to share
their own painful experiences, while others have called on long-overdue changes to
how companies network and operate, demanding more accountability and for
allegations of sexual assault and predatory behavior to be thoroughly investigated
instead of just being swept under the rug.
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DISCUSSION
Hiemoth

6/23/20 2:18PM
Something I realize that whenever I read something like this about a creator, I start reflecting
on what they have done before and if these revelations cast some of those stories/decisions in a
more questionable light.
With Avellone, it’s weird. Not because there are no signs, but rather this makes me think more
on his vocal opposition to include romances in his stories. It was always a fair enough decision,
they are his stories after all, but I remember thinking his own explanation always sounded really
weird. And now this makes me wonder if it was in part reflecting his ideas of courtship and
relationships?
Again, nothing solid, but there is something you leave in the light when you create something
and it is, at least for me, interesting to consider.

See all replies
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A bloody soldier confronting an unseen evil in House of Ashes.
Screenshot: Bandai Namco

House of Ashes is the newest game in the Dark Pictures Anthology series.
Set in 2003 during the Iraq War, House of Ashes follows a group of American and
Iraqi soldiers investigating an underground storage facility where they suspect
chemical weapons are being hidden, only to discover it’s a crumbling temple in
which they’re stalked by an ancient horror. Check out the reveal trailer below.
See more ➔
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Video Game Industry Rocked by Outpouring of
Sexual Misconduct Allegations
The gaming and streaming world hasn’t yet faced the #MeToo movement on the same scale
as Hollywood. That’s poised to change.
By Jason Schreier
June 24, 2020, 7:06 AM PDT
Updated on June 24, 2020, 10:03 AM PDT

Chris Avellone Photographer: Christian Petersen/Getty Images

Dozens of women took to social media over the past few days to outline explosive allegations
against prominent men in the world of video gaming and streaming, setting the stage for what
could be the beginning of a #MeToo reckoning for the $150 billion video game industry.
Four women leveled accusations of sexual misconduct against Chris Avellone, a
critically acclaimed video game writer, leading one developer to end its cooperation with
him and prompting him to part ways with another game in the works. A diﬀerent
woman accused Omeed Dariani, the chief executive oﬃcer of Online Performers Group, a talent
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-06-24/video-game-industry-rocked-by-outpouring-of-sexual-misconduct-allegations
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agency that works with many video streamers, of making an unwelcome sexual overture. Dariani
resigned from his position on Sunday. Some streamers began calling for a blackout Wednesday
of Amazon.com Inc.’s Twitch, the biggest game streaming platform, alleging that it turns a blind
eye to misbehavior.
The gaming industry has for years been criticized as unwelcoming—if not hostile—to women, but
has not yet faced the #MeToo movement on the same scale as Hollywood and other industries.
This week’s ﬂurry of postings was unique in terms of its volume and public nature, and it has
sent ripples across the industry. Accusations began appearing on Twitter late Friday night and
each new post emboldened other women to publicly share their stories. Many of the postings
about the men accused of misconduct were subsequently compiled in a thread on Medium.
Some of the people identiﬁed in postings have denied wrongdoing, while others have apologized
for their behavior. Many were not identiﬁed by their legal names, but by the names they are
known by on social media.

Twitch Photographer: Thomas Trutschel/Photothek via Getty Images

Dariani’s accuser said the CEO proposed that she join him and his wife for a sexual encounter.
Dariani didn’t respond to requests for comment but said on Twitter that while he didn’t recall
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-06-24/video-game-industry-rocked-by-outpouring-of-sexual-misconduct-allegations
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the conversation, he believed his accuser, Molly Fender Ayala. When asked for comment by
Bloomberg News, she said her public post expresses everything she “feels comfortable with
sharing at this time. My intention was to bring light to a larger issue in the gaming industry and
hopefully protect young women who are entering the space.” Twitch said it’s investigating
reports of misconduct and that it “supports people coming forward.”

Some of the most detailed allegations were brought against Avellone, who replied on Twitter
to one of the women, Karissa, saying he “never meant any harm” to her or a friend of hers that
he had dated. “If I can't do anything to apologize for it, I understand, and there's nothing more
to be done.” Karissa, who spoke to Bloomberg News about her allegations, declined to give her
last name for fear of harassment.
Avellone, who has written for popular games such as Planescape: Torment and Fallout: New
Vegas, was a founder and co-owner of the video game studio Obsidian Entertainment Inc. from
2003 until 2015. Since then, he has been a freelance designer and writer for games including
Prey and Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order. His work as a writer has been lauded by fans and critics.
Industry publication Game Developer magazine listed him as one of the ﬁeld’s top writers in
2009.
In interviews with Bloomberg News, two women shared similar but separate stories of Avellone
buying a continuous stream of drinks for them and others at an event and then making
unwanted sexual advances on the two women. One, Karissa, said it happened when she met
Avellone at a convention one weekend in 2012; the second said it happened at an event in 2013.
A third woman, who now works at a large video game company, posted on Twitter a screen shot
of sexually explicit messages she said she had received from Avellone in 2013, when she was
seeking to break into the industry. A fourth wrote on Twitter that Avellone had “groped me
repeatedly” at a nightclub in 2014.
Avellone didn’t respond to multiple requests for comment. Feargus Urquhart, Obsidian’s chief
executive oﬃcer, declined to comment on Avellone.
On Friday evening, Karissa accused Avellone of getting her “blackout drunk” and trying to sleep
with her, calling him “an abusive, abrasive, conniving sexual predator” in a thread of messages
on Twitter. After being contacted by Bloomberg, Karissa, who asked that her last name not be
printed for fear of harassment, elaborated in a phone interview. She said she met Avellone
through friends in the gaming industry at a convention in 2012. At the hotel bar, Karissa said,
Avellone put down his Obsidian credit card and bought multiple rounds of drinks for attendees.
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-06-24/video-game-industry-rocked-by-outpouring-of-sexual-misconduct-allegations
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“They were coming so quickly,” said Karissa. “It was almost like as soon as my drink was gone,
Chris already had one or two more for me. I remember refusing him, just being like, ‘I'm good, I
don't need another one.’ He would literally just be like, ‘Come on, let's go to the bar, let's get you
another one.’ He did that multiple times throughout the night.”
Karissa said the alcohol “all hit me at once,” and that she remembers walking back to her hotel
room with Avellone and two of her friends. She said she vaguely remembers Avellone trying to
kiss her on the way up, and kissing her again when they arrived at the hallway outside her room.
At one point, Avellone then put a hand down her pants, after which she told him to stop, Karissa
said she remembers. “I told him this is not a good idea,” she said. “He stopped, then took his
hand out of my pants. I think he kissed me one more time, and then left.”
After that night, Karissa said she remained friendly with Avellone, and that he was “a perfect
gentleman” the rest of the weekend, which “kind of pushed oﬀ what had happened in my head.”
She said that their friendship ended after he had a diﬃcult relationship with one of her other
friends, and that it only occurred to her recently that something went wrong that night in 2012.
“It actually didn't start to click with me until other women in the industry started coming
forward with their stories, and seeing how similar they were to mine,” Karissa said, referring to
the outpouring that began on Friday. She spoke up after seeing an interview with Avellone on
the gaming website ..............
IGN for The Waylanders, a new video game he was helping write.
One friend of Karissa, who asked not to be named because the person still works in the video
game industry, conﬁrmed to Bloomberg News that they heard the same story from Karissa about
a month after it happened.

Christy Dena, a video game designer, said she and Avellone had been friendly for years when
they met up at a convention in Melbourne in 2013. She went out drinking with him and a few
other friends, she said in an interview, and he was “continuously buying drinks” for the group.
“At every event we went to, he’d just put the company card down and buy everybody drinks,”
Dena said.
The two of them went back to her hotel room, Dena said, and that the next thing she remembers
is waking up next to him with no clothes on. “I remember going back to the room, but then I
don't remember much of what happened in the room at all,” she said. “And then just waking up
in the morning. He said, ‘Oh, we didn't do anything,’ but of course my clothes were oﬀ.”
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Dena said she kept in touch with Avellone but wasn’t interested in pursuing any sort of
relationship with him. She chose to speak up after seeing Karissa’s accusations. “When Karissa
put the post out, and I read things she said, I thought, ‘Oh, this is a pattern of behavior,’” Dena
said. “It wasn't just me.”
She has stopped drinking as a result of this and other uncomfortable incidents involving other
men at video game industry events. “It's one of those things it took me a very long time to learn,”
Dena said. “People are not in a consenting state when they're drunk.”
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In rare instances over the past three years, accusations have emerged against powerful men,
including a depiction of a culture of sexism at Riot Games, Inc. and a sexual assault allegation
against a former top developer at Take-Two Interactive Software Inc.’s Rockstar Games, the
maker of Grand Theft Auto. (Three weeks after the article’s publication in online gaming
magazine Kotaku in 2018, Riot Games said it had "much to improve" and that it would overhaul
many of its practices. Rockstar Games declined to comment on the allegations raised in the story
published last year and the executive accused denied the allegations.)
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Arcade games are seen at the Riot Games campus in Los Angeles. Photographer: Kyle Grillot/Bloomberg

On Saturday night, Jacqui Collins, a public relations representative for Riot Games, shared a
screenshot of sexually explicit text messages from Avellone on Twitter. “This was before I was
full time in the games industry, but knew I wanted a future in it and was actively working
towards that,” she wrote. “Chris was one of the ‘industry greats’ I was frankly ﬂattered to even
know let alone be friendly with. So I forgave and regularly asked him career advice.”
The women’s accusations have had real-world implications for Avellone. Techland Sp., a Polish
game developer, said Monday on Twitter that it planned to stop working with Avellone, who was
part of the narrative team for the company's next game, Dying Light 2. And Emily Grace Buck,
the lead writer of The Waylanders, has since said Avellone is no longer on the project and that
she would “take an extra look” at his work.
Other companies have also said they plan to investigate accounts this week. Video game
publisher Ubisoft Entertainment SA. said it was “deeply concerned” by sexual misconduct
allegations against some of its employees, according to Gamasutra. Insomniac Games, Inc., the
Sony-owned developer of the Spider-Man video games, said it was also investigating a former
employee’s allegations of sexual misconduct.
(Updates to add other companies making investigations into allegations in ﬁnal paragraph.)
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A woman who accused video game designer Chris Avellone of
sexual assault opens up about her allegations and says it's time
to oust abusers from the industry
Samuel Horti Jul 3, 2020, 3:38 AM
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Chris Avellone, Famed Video Game Designer, Accused of Sexual Assault

Chris Avellone, a high-pro le video game designer known for his work on
"Planescape: Torment" and two "Fallout" games, has been accused of sexual
assault.
One of Avellone's accusers, Karissa, told Business Insider that Avellone forcibly
kissed her and then tried to put his hand down her pants while she was "blackout
drunk" at a 2012 convention. She says he stopped when she told him "this isn't a
good idea."

Avellone responded to the allegations on Twitter soon after they came to light,
saying that he wanted to apologize.
Avellone has since been silent on social media and did not respond to multiple
requests for comment.
Since allegations involving Avellone surfaced, dozens of other women have
accused senior men in the video games industry of sexual harassment, assault, or
inappropriate behavior.
Visit Business Insider's homepage for more stories.

A woman who accused high-pro le video game designer Chris Avellone of sexual
assault and helped spark an outpouring of similar claims against senior men in the
industry has encouraged other victims of sexual misconduct to come forward.
Karissa, who spoke to Business Insider on the condition that her last name was not
revealed, made the allegations against Avellone on social media on June 20. Since
then, dozens of other women have accused senior men in the industry of sexual
harassment and sexual assault.
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Microsoft acquired the company in 2018.
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He is best-known for his work on gaming classics like "Planescape: Torment", the
"Icewind Dale" series, and two "Fallout" games.
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Karissa initially said in public Twitter posts and in subsequent direct messages with

Business Insider that Avellone kept buying her drinks at a convention she was
attending in 2012 — eventually, she got "blackout drunk".

Avellone then forcibly kissed her, and tried to put his hand down her pants, she said.
A friend of Karissa's, who spoke on the condition of anonymity, con rmed to
Business Insider that Karissa had told them about the alleged assault in 2014. A
di erent friend con rmed to Bloomberg that Karissa had told them about the alleged
incident a month after it happened.
Avellone responded to Karissa's accusations on Twitter in a urry of tweets on June
20. He said he wanted to apologize but did not comment on speci c details of the
allegations.
He has not tweeted since.
He did not respond to multiple emails and direct messages from Business Insider.

'I didn't process what had actually happened until years later'
Karissa alleges that Avellone had assaulted her on the rst night they met at a
convention in 2012. She was attending the event.
"I was hanging out with some friends who knew him, and went with them to meet up
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with him and a couple others. I honestly didn't even know who he was, but I trusted
Subscribe
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my friends I was with," she said.
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Avellone was buying everybody drinks, she said, and every time she nished hers, he
took her to the bar for a re ll.
"I drink very quickly when I'm thirsty and that place was hot and crowded. I also
rarely drink, so given the speed and how many he was encouraging me to have, I
didn't realize how far gone I was until I was VERY gone," she wrote in direct
messages.
Along with two of Karissa's friends, Avellone took her back to her hotel room, she
says, "where he pounced in front of the other guys."
She said that Avellone forcibly kissed her — "he did not ask, just grabbed my face and
went for it" — outside her hotel room. She said her two companions moved to stand
out of view of the couple (one later told Karissa he was embarrassed to watch, she
said).
Avellone then "took me down to the oor [outside the hotel room] at some point while
he was making out with me, his back was against the wall and he pulled my back up
against him," she told Business Insider. "I remember he had been touching me; when
he moved one of his hands from my chest down to undo my pants and slip that hand
down into them, that's when I stopped him."
Karissa said she was able to stop Avellone by saying, "this isn't a good idea," and that
the only reason she felt able to to do so was because she was on her period at the time.
"Had I not been, I don't think I would have sobered up enough with the selfconsciousness there to refuse him because of how intensely blackout drunk I was."
She said she woke up with "no recollection" of what happened — but through her own
memories, talking to her two friends, and conversations with Avellone himself, she
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"The only reason I knew it had gotten to a point where I had to refuse him was
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The only reason I knew it had gotten to a point where I had to refuse him was

because Chris himself told me so when I confronted him about what my friend had
told me. I was shocked and o ended, but didn't process what had actually happened
until years later," she said.
She refused Avellone twice more during the convention, and said she was not drunk
around him after the rst night. She said that he did not push the issue after the two
refusals — this "kept me in denial about what was actually going on," she said.
Business Insider put the details of Karissa's allegations to Avellone, but he did not
respond.
A friend of Karissa's told Business Insider that they rst heard of the incident in 2014,
and that her recent public allegations matched up with the earlier account.
Karissa said that, at the same convention, she saw Avellone buying drinks for many
other women, too.
"I personally saw him escorting three di erent cosplayers, all of whom were
extremely petite, away from the bar area towards exits," after which she didn't see
him again for quite some time. "He always eventually returned to the bar and started
drinking with more women."

Another woman who knew Avellone shared screenshots from an online
conversation
Two other women in the industry told Business Insider that they had been warned
that Avellone was somebody women should stay away from.
One said Avellone was "someone women got warned about at conventions."
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on June 21, Jacqui Collins, the public relations lead for the video game
"Valorant," posted a screenshot on Twitter from what she says is an online
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conversation she had with Avellone in 2014. Collins said she regularly spoke to
Avellone about pursuing a career in video games.
In response to a non-sexual question, Avellone described how he wanted to perform
oral sex on Collins.
"You may have to listen very hard while your hands dig into the sides of my head and
force me deep into your pussy," he wrote. "Or we could just talk, too," he added, with a
winking emoji.
In the same thread of messages, Avellone later apologized and said he owed Collins "a
hundred million apologies."
In her public June 21 tweet, Collins said that she forgave Avellone at the time.
"I never forgot about it, though. I always kind of regretted forgiving it. I remained
friendly with Chris after, I'm sorry if that in any way enabled him to harm others. I
was in a relationship at the time. Chris knew," she wrote.
A former colleague of Avellone, who worked with him for several years, described
him as a "ladies' man" who sometimes stepped over the line. The colleague
remembered his female friends describing Avellone as creepy on multiple occasions.
On June 20, Avellone tweeted that he wanted to apologize to Karissa.
"I'm trying to apologize, but you blocked me, so I'm doing my best," he said in one
reply to Karissa.
Avellone also appeared to suggest he deserved public criticism, telling a supportive
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which gives me hope for human nature. That said, Please cancel me at once."
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Gaming rms cut ties with Avellone after the allegations came to light
Some of the studios Avellone has worked with cut ties with him after the accusations
came to light.
Avellone's recent credits include 2019's "Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order," and 2017's
"Divinity: Original Sin II."
Industry giant Electronic Arts, which published "Star Wars Jedi: Fallen Order", told
Business Insider it had "no plans" to work with Avellone again.
"We take all allegations of harassment and abuse very seriously and the recent reports
that have surfaced are very concerning. EA has no plans to work with Chris Avellone
moving forward," the statement said.
Techland, a Polish game developer that's working on the upcoming game "Dying
Light 2," also ended its relationship with Avellone.
"We treat matters of sexual harassment and disrespect with utmost care, and have no
tolerance for such behaviours," it said in a statement published on Twitter on June
22. "This is why, together with Chris Avellone, we've decided to end our cooperation."
LJ
Karissa told Business Insider in Twitter messages that she was "horri ed and
sickened" by the sheer number of women coming forward.
But she was also "inspired" by their courage, and said she hoped others would come
forward to help "oust" harassers and abusers.
"I hope this gives more victims the courage to come forward, as it has with those who
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their experiences," she said, adding: "Think of how many other
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predators/harassers/abusers in the industry are still ying under the radar! Every
single woman I know has been at *least* sexually harassed, if they've been lucky
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single woman I know has been at least sexually harassed, if they ve been lucky
enough to avoid assault and/or abuse. Every. Single. One."
She added that victims should feel encouraged to speak out publicly. "I would
encourage those in the industry to confront anyone they hear about and hold them
accountable."

She continued: "It is FAR past time to oust the gatekeepers, the harassers, the abusers,
the predators, especially if they're in positions of power. They have NO place in this
industry or any other. The only place they belong, as far as I'm concerned, is therapy
or jail until they've made a true change in themselves.
"Get them ALL OUT."
Additional reporting by Benjamin Gilbert.
If you have been sexually assaulted, harassed, or otherwise harmed during your time in
the video games industry, we want to hear from you. Contact Business Insider associate
editor Samuel Horti via encrypted messaging app Signal (+447801504020), encrypted
email (shortiBI@protonmail.com), standard email (shorti@businessinsider.com), or
Twitter DM (@SamuelHorti). We can keep sources anonymous. Use a non-work device
to reach out. PR pitches by standard email only, please.
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